
Open Championships Rules & Regulations 
 

1. Games will be played by regular standard FIBA rules (except U13 division, see differences 
below) 
 
2. All rosters have to be in to BSI before the tournament starts.  
 
3. Teams must be paid in full before tournament starts, please send check to BSI or have in 
hand before the tournament starts (or your fist game) 
 
4. Players must be fit the age requirement to play. They must be born in the following years: 
U13 (2004 or later), U15 (2002-2003), U17 (2000-2001) to be eligible. 
 
5. The event staff shall have power to make decisions on any points not specifically covered in 
the rules. All decisions made by the event staff are final. 
 
6. Tie Breaker Format –  

a) if two teams are tied in the final standings, the tie shall be broken by applying the 
following criteria in order: 
 - winner of the head to head matchup 

- better ratio after dividing points for by points against (to four decimal places) in 
among the tied teams 
- fewer total points allowed in games among the tied teams 
- most total points scored in games among the tied teams 

 
b) if three or more teams are tied in the final standings, the tie shall be broken by 
applying the following criteria: 

  - best record in games among the tied teams 
- best ratio after dividing points for by points against (to four decimal points) in 
games among the teams tied 
- fewest total points allowed in games among tied teams 
- most total points scored in games among the tied teams 

 
7. U13 games will be 4 quarters of 8 minute duration, U15 and U17 will be normal 10 minute 
quarters 
 
8. Two timeouts in the first half, followed by three time outs in the second half, time outs do 
not carry over 
 
9. U13 division will be straight man to man principals, NO ZONE! Full court man preassure is 
allowed, please be respectful of the game when pressing and know when to take it off! 
 



10. Two technical fouls means an automatic ejection from the game, and will have to sit out the 
next game. All decisions on further discipline will be handled by the tournament committee. 
 
11. Molten balls will be used as game balls. Due to lost basketballs over the years teams are 
required to bring their own warm-up balls. 
 
 
Basketball Saskatchewan and the Provincial Championships event staff have the right to 
disqualify and team for infractions of the following policies: 
 
Use of illegal players 
The players listed on the roster at the time of registration submission are the only players 
eligible without the consent of the BSI. The BSI event staff reserves the right to request 
identification from players at any time during the event. Al participants are required to carry 
personal identification at the event (birth certificate for minors) 
 
False Information 
Information provided to BSI on your registration is correct and accurate. Any false information 
is grounds for disqualification 
 
Unnecessary Vulgarity or abusive conduct 
Good sportsmanship is expected. BSI may step in at any time to escort a player or team from 
the premises. Please remember that this event will take place in a family first environment and 
such behavior will not be tolerated. The same goes for coaches, parents and spectators. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

  


